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LEATHER PATCH WORK BAGS
Brief of history of patchwork

how well you understand certain
fundamental principles of art design such
as color, shapes harmony.

The history of patchwork dates back to
about 5000 years to early china and the
ancient toms of Egypt. The making
of patchwork blossomed in the
18th century and can be attributed
to the various advancements in
technology within the textile
manufacturing industry.

Leather
patchwork
techniques will give your leather
work project a unique artistic
touch. The patterns you will create
are going to be totally different
shape in the end product.

Patchwork was mostly used on
quilt, bags clothing, wall hanging to
mention a few later by the 1960,
patchwork had become a street fashion
and until today, it still remains a shapes in
the fashion industry and most
homes
around
the
world.
Although patchwork was once a
symbol of poverty and now a days
it will turn as a value added
products
for
local
and
international export market.

Most of the people who
patronize leather work design and
because although their leather items may
have been made commercially, the
patterns that result on each leather item
make it one of a kind.

Description of leather patchwork
Patchwork is a very nice and
economical way of putting into good use
the piles of leather pieces you'd have after
a few leatherwork projects. It's simply one
of the most creative ways to recycle leather
and not to get you over-excited for
nothing, but it's important to add that the
impressions you can create in leather
patchwork is absolutely fantastic outcome
products.

Advantages of patchwork products:-

This technique is especially
exulted using different places of
leather
leftovers
and
it's
guaranteed these pieces of leather
matched will never be the same it
colors, shapes or size.
i The accumulation of leather scarps can
be avoided by converting into value
added products.
i Although end use of leather scarp
materials can be recycle for making
leather board for use again as a
reinforcement material for leather
products.
i The patchwork definitely gives
different ideas and application
methods to focus on creative designs
in leather patchwork products.

Leather patchwork is a leather
decorative technique which involves
joining scraps of leather pieces together by
gluing/ironing
with
reinforcement
materials and stitching to form a
picture, pattern or one whole
pieces
of
leather.
Leather
patchwork doesn't only involve
using scrap pieces of leather but
also leather can be cut and joined
to form a design.

Here some of the leather
patchwork
designs
were
developed in the leather goods
division as a concept of "wealth
from waste"
By Mr D DILEEPKUMAR
Leather goods designer,
CFTI-Chennai

Being able to nail a very good
patchwork to a large extent depends on
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GOODYEAR WELTED VS CEMENTED CONSTRUCTION
It's not always true that the more
expensive something is, the better its
quality. Yet, when we compare good
year welted shoes to cemented, rubbersoled ones, they are thought to be more
superior in terms of appearance,
comfort, and durability. When it comes
to shoes, appearance and comfort is, for
the most part, subjective; durability has
got to do with how well the shoes are
being cared for and how often they are
worn. This gives us good enough
reason to try and debunk some of the
misconceptions that most of us might
have for both types of constructions.

construction makes
production high.

the

costs

of

Cemented construction is simply
attaching a rubber sole to the shoe,
without any welting. This is by far the
chea pest, and quickest shoe
construction, thus lowering the overall
costs of production. This is the most
common construction for casual shoes,
like sneakers.

Lest we become a shoe snob, the aim
here is to have a better understanding
of our shoes in order to make informed
purchases in the future.

Now that we have gotten the
explanations out of the way, we will be
comparing them across three categories
of interest to us: Comfort, durability
and appearance.

For the benefit of our friends who
have no idea what a goodyear welt or a
cemented construction is, let us first
start with a brief explanation of the two
types of constructions.

COMFORT
Goodyear welted: The area between
the insole and outsole is stuffed with
filler materials, like cork, to provide
some form of cushioning. Given
leather's shape-conforming attribute,
you can expect the leather sole to be
moulded to the natural contour of your
feet over time, which is supposed to
improve comfort. The number of layers
also determine how comfortable your
shoes will get; the more layers there are,
the more cushioning there is. However,
one thing about leather soles is its lack
of grip, which can prove to be
problematic in places receiving a lot of
rain.

The good year welt, there are several
layers involved in this construction,
which supposedly makes your shoes
sturdier. Coupled with the secure
locksmith stitching, your soles are not
expected to fall apart at all. The
multiple steps and layers of this form of
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Cemented: As you can guess, rubber
soles have a better grip, so you need not
worry about that embarrassing slip as
you're sashaying down the road for
your coffee fix on a rainy day. Another
thing to consider is how cemented
shoes require a shorter break in time
simply because it is not entirely made of
leather. Also, given its thickness, rubber
soles act as a better shock absorber,
making cemented shoes a more ideal
pair if you are frequently walking on
cobblestoned, uneven paths. At this
point, it would be useful to point out
that in spite of all these, it still wouldn't
be comfortable to keep your feet
strapped to a pair of hard, rubber soles
all day day.

distance. Additionally, some well-made
cemented shoes can have a thinner sole
than good year welt ones. Ultimately, if
you're one of those who feel that soles
aren't that important in your entire
suiting, I would recommend skipping
paying a premium for those leather
soles.
DURABILITY
Finally, the (most important)
question that decides whether a pair of
shoes is worth the buck. If you're going
to invest a few hundred in a pair of
dress shoes, then you would want it to
last you a good few years.
Goodyear welted: If leather wears
out over time with continuous wear, it
follows that the number of layers of
leather determines how durable the
shoes are. Its stitching also makes it
highly unlikely for the soles to detach.
However, its durability is undermined
when your shoes get wet, causing the
leather to disintegrate from within.

In terms of comfort, both have their
pros and cons. For the friends who do
not like long break in periods for your
shoes, perhaps a cemented pair would
be preferred. Or, if you are someone
that won't be wearing those oxfords for
a whole day, and wouldn't mind
spending a little more, perhaps you
would prefer a pair of goodyear welted
shoes.

Cemented: Depending on the quality
of the rubber, cemented shoes can be
sturdier than good year welted ones.
They are resistant to wear and tear, as
well as moisture accumulation given its
water-resistant attribute. However, a
poorly made cemented shoe could
potentially crack at the soles, or have
the glue wear off.

APPEARANCE
Goodyear welted shoes are thought
to be more formal than its cheaper
counterpart. After all, you are paying a
premium for it, and this is good enough
reason believe that it will sharpen your
look. But if we were to closely follow
the train of thoughts at a deeper level,
some feel that a thinner leather sole
instantly smartens up your suiting.

To be fair, we would have to consider
other factors that could undermine a
durability of a shoe, no matter how well
made it is.
Shoe care - Just like other leather
goods, leather shoes need some TLC
too. Without proper shoe care, the
leather at the upper would crease and

Yet, there is no hard and fast rule in
formality and thickness of the soles; not
many people are going to notice how
thick your soles are, especially from a
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the shoe, or the design would likely be
more important than the soles.

wear out faster than normal. To
improve the durability of your shoes, it
is advisable getting shoe care supplies.

What's the climate like where you are
from?

Frequency of wear - Our feet
inevitably sweat and leather absorbs all
that moisture. If you wear your shoes
out often, chances are that the shoes
(not just the soles) are going to wear out
a lot faster.

If you are going to invest in a pair of
goodyear welted shoes, it is advisable
to not wear those precious things out in
the rain. Moisture is definitely not a
leather shoes' best friend.

Weather & climate - Alas, in the face
of abundant moisture, proper shoe care
can only do so much in improving your
shoes' durability.

Cost of Resoling
As mentioned, the durability of both
types of construction could vary or be
very similar, depending on a variety of
factors. But when the time comes for
resoling, the cost differs greatly. A
goodyear welt resoling is priced at the
hundreds, and skilled cobblers are rare
in the market these days. Cemented,
rubber resoling is much cheaper,
ranging from $20 - $30. Again, the price
difference is because of the difference in
the material as well as skill needed to
resole your shoes. So if you decide to
invest in a pair of good year welted
shoes, you'd have to prepare yourself
for the costs of resoling it as well.

Now that we have compared both
shoe construction methods, it seems
uncalled for to assume that goodyear
welt shoes are ALWAYS better than
cemented ones. The higher cost price
for a goodyear welt is justified,
considering the material (leather) and
skill needed (stitching and welting). But
it does not necessarily follow that it
would be more aesthetically appealing,
more comfortable, or more durable. To
put things into perspective, comfort,
appearance and durability varies
according to personal preference and
the environment.

It is instinctive to associate a larger
price tag with higher quality, causing us
to overlook the need to understand
what we are paying for. By
understanding each shoe construction,
you can make an informed purchase,
making sure the shoes are worth every
buck of yours. There are pros and cons
to both, and the good year welt is not
necessarily superior to the cemented
construction. So the next time you
purchase a dress shoe, stop and think
about your preferences, as well as the
environment you're in.

Goodyear welted shoes can cost at
least twice as much as a cemented pair
To help you through this dilemma,
here are some points of consideration:
Are you a shoe collector (on a budget)?
If you have a few pairs of shoes and
you rotate them on a regular basis to
pair with different suitings, perhaps a
goodyear welt may not be that
important to you. The shoe collector in
you would want to show off your
various shoes, so things like the last of

Chandralekha Ganesh,
Management Faculty
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AT ONE'S FINGERTIP - CUSTOMERS IN INDUSTRY
C. & J. Clark International Ltd, trading
as Clarks, is a British international shoe
manufacturer and retailer. It was
founded in 1825 by Cyrus Clark in the
village of Street, Somerset, England,
where the company's headquarters
remain.

investment by the Hong Kong-based
private equity firm LionRock Capital, in
which the Clarks family lost overall
control of the company.In January 2021,
Viva China Holdings agreed to acquire
51% of LionRock Capital, so has a
substantial stake in the Clarks brand.

The company has 1,400 branded
stores and franchises around the world
and also sells through third-party
distribution. Clarks also operated
concessions in Mothercare stores.

PRODUCTS
School shoes
In the United Kingdom, Clarks has
long been a popular choice of parents as
a place to purchase school shoes for
children to wear upon returning to
school following the summer holidays.

The company is commonly known for
its Desert Boot, an ankle height boot
with crepe rubber sole, usually made out
of calf suede leather traditionally
supplied by Charles F Stead & Co
tannery in Leeds. Officially launched in
1950, the Desert Boot was designed by
Nathan Clark (great-grandson of James
Clark) based on an unlined suede boot
profile produced in the bazaars of Cairo
and worn by British officers in the
Second World War.

The Independent UK newspaper
ranked Clarks as the number one
provider of school shoes in the United
Kingdom in 2017, highlighting that it has

For the year ending January 2013, the
company made a profit of £150 million
on sales of £1,433m making it the 31st
largest private company in the United
Kingdom. More than half of its £1.4bn
annualised sales to January were
generated abroad. Since 2010, the
company has begun to trade in India,
where it now has 25 stand-alone stores,
and relaunched marketing in China,
where it has opened 400 outlets in
partnership with local footwear retailers.

been providing quality shoes for over
170 years and highlighting the fact that
Clarks is one of only a few
manufacturers of school shoes to be
provided in half sizes.
Part of the reason, despite being longlasting and durable, parents have opted
for Clarks school shoes for their children
is that almost every Clarks design of
school shoes has been classed as
"acceptable" shoes in line with most
primary and secondary school uniform
policies. In recent years, notably in mid2010s, schools have reviewed their

Clarks was 84% owned by the Clark
family, with the remaining 16% held by
employees and related institutions. In
November 2020, after a company
voluntary arrangement, Clarks was
rescued through a £100 million
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Wallabee

uniform policies and have instead
identified a few of Clarks' designs for
school shoes as being "unacceptable" and
not complying with the school uniform
policy of the school.

Produced by Clarks from 1967 and
based on a moccasin called the
Grashopper, launched in 1964, by the
German company Sioux, the Wallabee
brand was manufactured at the Padmore
and Barnes factory based in Kilkenny,
Ireland, which Clarks had acquired in
1963 and continued to operate until its
closure in 1987, when it was the subject
of a management buy-out. Managed by
Lance Clark who was responsible for
having negotiated the licence to produce
the shoes in
Kilkenny and
arranged for
the
factory
staff to be
trained in the production of moccasin
shoes, the product took off once the
decision was taken to market it in North
America in 1968. As General Manager of
the factory, Paddy Roberts took the shoe
to a trade fair in New York in the same
year, whereupon he quickly learnt that
the trademark Grasshopper had been
licensed. In conjunction with Jack RoseSmith (Clarks Overseas Shoes Export
Manager), Bob Cullerton (the President
for Clarks in America/Clarks of
England), Hugh Woods (managing
director of Clarks Canada), Roberts
trademarked the name Wallabee.

Joyance sandal
During the 20th
century,
Clarks
established
a
reputation
for
quality children's
footwear. The crepe
rubber soled Joyance T-bar sandal for
both boys and girls was one of their most
popular designs. Launched in 1933,it
continued in production until 1972.
Desert Boot
The company's best-known product is
the Desert Boot - a distinctive ankle
height boot with crepe sole usually made
out of calf suede leather traditionally
supplied
by
Charles F Stead
& Co tannery in
Leeds. Officially
launched in 1950
the Desert Boot
was designed by Nathan Clark (greatgrandson of James Clark).
Nathan Clark was an officer in the
Royal Army Service Corps posted to
Burma in 1941 with orders to help
establish a supply route from Rangoon
to the Chinese forces at Chongqing
whilst also launching a series of
offensives throughout South East Asia.
Before leaving home his brother Bancroft
had given him the mission to gather any
information on footwear that might be of
use to the company whilst he was
travelling the world. The Desert Boot
was the result of this mission.

Desert Trek
Another style associated with the
Lance Clark who had seen a Zwartjes
version of the shoe on the feet of artist,
Sonja Landweer in the late 1960s. An
artist in residence at the Kilkenny Design
Workshops, where she had come into
contact with Lance Clark, Landweer's
shoes became the basis for production of
the Trek which was first attempted at
Clarks factory in Dundalk. This was
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sourced from Vietnam, Bangladesh and
a small portion from China.

more attuned to the construction of
stitch-down footwear. The shoe was
initially launched in North America in
1971 as Trek, before featuring in the UK
range in 1972 where it was renamed
Hike, owing to an existing footwear
trademark. The 'Trek man' that first
featured on the shoe was drafted by
Lance Clark and refined by the
advertising manager in Dundalk, Bob
Patten.

Clarks' journey in India began in 2012,
with the first five years spent on
understanding consumer behaviour;
venturing into various channels like
distribution and e-commerce; and
creating market apt product. In the last
two years, the company focussed on
increasing its retail presence. Last year,
the company's products were available
at nearly 300 retail touch points. This
year, it will be close to 600 and in three
years it will be 1,500. This will help in
reaching out to 2.5 million pairs from the
present 900,000 pairs, he said.

Clarks In India
British company Clarks, one of the
largest global shoe manufacturers, is
bullish on India market for its 'premium'
shoes.

Clarks' men's shoes are available in
price range between ?5,000 and ?8,000
while the women's footwear priced
between ?4,000 and ?6,000, he said.

India is now the second largest
consumer
of
footwear
globally,
surpassing the US by 200 million pairs in
2018. Of the top-10 footwear markets,
India is the fastest growing at an annual
growth rate of 7.6 per cent in the last
three years, said N Mohan, CEO, Clarks
India.

Retail Outlets in UK

India's footwear consumption per
person increased from 1.7 in 2016 to 2 in
2018. Even one pair increase in per capita
consumption of India will lead to 1.2
billion more pairs being consumed, he
told newspersons on the sidelines of a
press meet to announce the Leather
Fashion Show 2020.
New Arrivals

In 2018, Clarks in India reported
revenue of ?220 crore; and this year it
will be around ?350 crore with plans to
report around ?500 crore next year, he
said.
Clarks sources nearly 60 per cent of its
footwear sold in India from domestic
vendors, including Tata International
and Farida Group. "We promote 'Makein-India' strongly," he said. The rest are

To be Continued
Chandralekha Ganesh,
Management Faculty


